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The New Mexico Potters and Clay 
Artists’ (NMPCA) Celebration of 
Clay exhibit, “Water for Life,” runs 

through July 31, at the Ghost Ranch 
Museum, Ghost Ranch, Abiquiú. 

The New Mexico Potters and Clay 
Artists is an association of more than 
200 ceramic art enthusiasts all over 
the state of New Mexico and has been 
thriving for more than 40 years. The 
goals of the New Mexico Potters and 

Clay Artists are to promote excellence 
and creativity in the clay arts, and 
to further their understanding and 
appreciation throughout New Mexico. 
To support these goals, we foster 
educational programs, arrange 
exhibition opportunities, and provide a 
communication forum for the exchange 
of ideas, information and inspiration. 

Celebration of Clay is a greatly 
anticipated annual member’s 

exhibition. This year’s show theme 
is Water for Life. Because of climatic 
conditions, water is often on the minds 
of every New Mexican. This comes out 
in the art created by many New Mexico 
artists. Artists in this exhibit show their 
concerns and thoughts about water 
in the pieces in this show: vessels for 
carrying water, images of water or 
lack of water, concepts of water in 
everyday life, in mythology, and in the 
psyche. Participants were not asked to 

tell exactly how their piece fits into the 
theme. Some of the ideas are obvious 
from the title, the nature of the ceramic 
object, the feeling evoked, the color 
or the effect in the glaze while some of 
the concepts about water are left to our 
imagination.

Every year, this exhibit allows members 
to enter their own selection of work, 
and features awards to highlight 
exceptional works, selected by a juror. 

Fascinating Prints at Than Povi Gallery in Pojoaque

Linda Lomahaftewa Celebration of Clay 
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Celebration of Clay continued on page 6 >

Celebration of Clay at Ghost Ranch

This year, the award juror is Betsy 
Williams, a long-time Association 
member and co-owner of The Rift 
Gallery in Rinconada.

Best of Show: Mario Quilles, Very 
Early Ocean Shell #1

Quilles is a Santa Fe-based ceramic 
artist who has been exploring the 
outer edges of his medium. Originally 
a New Yorker, he is a graduate of 
Cooper Union Art School in NYC.  
His explorations of the nearby areas 
provide him with the wood from which 
he crafts his own tools. He was the 
2012 winner of the Harnack/Lancaster 
Award for excellence and innovation in 
the ceramic arts.

Williams talks a bit about Quilles’ 
award-winning piece.

“The two pieces of Mario Quilles 
caught my eye when I first stepped 
into the room, even though they 
are relatively small.  The two pieces 
together look quite fresh and tender, 
and the unusual colors set them apart 
from everything else in the show.  
Drawing closer, the delicacy of the 
shapes and the finely crafted forms 
are enigmatic.  ‘Very Early Ocean 
Shell #2’ is textured with little concave 
dots.  ‘Very Early Ocean Shell #1’ is 
larger and smooth.  The title reinforces 
the impression of tenderness and a 
sense of growth. The theme of water 
is especially well addressed in its 
connection to cleanliness, freshness, 
and growth.  They seem plucked from 
underwater.”

Williams says that the criteria she used 
to select the winning pieces was: 1. 
Pertinence to the theme, i.e., relevant 

to “Water” 2. Strength in both idea and 
execution and 3. Originality

Beauty, Quality and Functionality 
award of Arita Porcelain Group: 
Lee Akins, Ewer

Lee Akins was born in Texas but spent 
most of his early years in Taiwan. 
After he received his BFA in Ceramics 
from The Dayton Art Institute in 1975, 
Akins moved to Taiwan to teach K-12 
art. In 1979, he returned to Texas and 
taught ceramics in the Dallas County 
Community College and then at Collin 
College in Plano. Akins completed his 
MFA in 1986 at Southern Methodist 
University. He moved to Rinconada to 
become a full time studio potter.
Akins coil builds terracotta, creating 
vessels and sculptures influenced by 
his time in Asia. Archetypal forms are 
covered with matt patina surfaces. 

“My work seeks to combine figurative 
imagery with the format of the 
traditional clay vessel.” Akins explains. 
“The vessel has historically been a 
powerful metaphor for the body, with 
each part of the pot being named for 
the corresponding area of the body.  
A full lip, a gentle curve of the neck, 
a rotund belly or a broad shoulder 
all combine to provide animation 
to the pot.  Some of my pieces are 
predominantly male, some are a 
synthesis of male and female but most 
are female forms inspired by fertility 
figures found in most early cultures. 
The Venus of Willendorf and the stone 
carvings of the Cycladic culture are 
some of the most powerful to me.  
My most recent work strives toward 
an elegant organic form, one that is 
obviously a hand-made object but has 
an internal natural order. My pieces 
are coil-built out of terra cotta clay. 
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Coiling allows me to control the form 
while the joining marks provide an 
inherent rhythm to the surface. The 
terra-cotta gives me a warmth to the 
colors, yet allows a wide choice of 
finishes.  Peeling paint and mossy rocks 
provide sources of inspiration for the 
color and textures of my work.”

Williams says of Akins’ winning piece, 
“Akins has taken a familiar form and 
made it worth looking at as if for the 
first time. The slightly ovoid opening, 
the supremely comfortable handle, 
the precise spout, and the pedestal 
foot combine to produce a sturdy yet 
delicate-looking piece.   The surface 
texture is lumpy, dark and light, 
yet uniform throughout the piece, 
accentuating the sense of hardiness 
combined with detail.  The connection 
with water is unmistakable, and the 
execution is confident.”

Award of Merit: Michelle 
Arterburn, In The Flow

“Studying toward a university degree 
in civil engineering, I found myself 

repeatedly drawn to studio art classes.” 
Arterburn says. “I was fascinated with 
the intellectual challenge attendant to 
engineering problems while, at the 
same time, I was equally taken with the 
artistic side of projects. And though it 
very often took me longer to complete 
my assignments, so doubly focused was 
I on both the technical and the aesthetic 
aspects of the work, my satisfaction 
with the results increasingly depended 
on how successful I considered my 
efforts to have been in bringing together 
these aspects. And so today it is still 
my practice to work in diverse media. 
In my art I use a variety of media and 
very often combine them to create a 
piece; whether jewelry, pottery, weaving 
or painting; combining contrasting 
elements that are sometimes rigid and 
soft or as often fluid and edgy. I find 
that this is an appealing and addictive 
way for me to work. My art is about 
differences and how these differences 
inspire and compliment one another. 
As a student of different techniques, my 
aim is to see how they can be used for 
other applications in my work. I want 
to know how to do new things and then 

to know how to combine them in my 
work to make my art. I am a jewelry 
maker and I am a sculptor. I am a 
painter in watercolor and oils and I 
am a weaver. I am a photographer. As 
much as anything, I consider my work 
to be a study in contrasts.”

On Arterbun’s piece, Williams 
comments, “In her depiction of a fish 
in the current, Arterburn includes the 
stones on the riverbed, the fish’s open 
mouth, its flapping tail.  This is no 
wall-mounted trophy fish; this must be 
the one that got away! The clincher for 
me was the masterful use of layered 
glazes containing a depth of colors 
and textures that adeptly suggest not 
only water, but also a somewhat slimy 
riverbed. It is pristinely done.”

Award of Merit: Marilu Tejero, 
Blue Water Pimachi Bowl

“I graduated with B.A. Honors In 
Ceramics Design at Monash University, 
Melbourne, Australia.” Tejero says. I 
have participated in numerous group 
and solo exhibitions both in the United 

States and Australia. I aspired to create 
a body of work that had a strong South 
American feeling with archeological 
qualities. To achieve this, I invented a 
culture called ‘PIMACHI,’ which has an 
‘archeological site.’ It is here where I 
‘find’ my sculptures I am inspired in 
childhood memories, the environment 
where I was born, a strong awareness 
of the tremendous wealth of the 
American cultures. Visions of ancient  
temples, weathered walls with lichen 
and fungi growth, distorting the once 
beautiful designs on bright and earthy 
colors. I´ve been specially attracted 
to the cult of the fertility goddesses 
and the female figure. The young and 
fresh bodies, the pregnant ones and 
the mature and aging bodies. The ones 
that in our minds, we would like to 
have and the sagging and rubenesque 
figures we see around. These aspects 
were carefully researched and became 
the basis for my work. Color and visual 
texture are priorities of my studio 
work. Through extensive research into 
dry glazes I have an immense palette of 
incredible colors. The sculptures are 
treated with layers of ‘visually reactive’ 
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slips and different coats of glazes. 
Multifired up to six times or till I am 
absolutely thrilled. I´m  privileged to 
work in a clay studio everyday, to share 
my knowledge with other interested 
adults and children. This is my life. Clay 
is my love. This is my gift to the world.”

Williams says, “This piece caught my 
attention with its flat wide bottom 
and unabashed blue color. Within 
the form are heavy and crowded 
impressions of some kind, abstract 
and indecipherable, suggestive of 
shimmering water.  The dry glaze 
surface looks thirsty and parched, and 
brings up a feeling that it needs to be 
submersed in water - wet. The handles 
on either side are wavy and playful, yet 
on a flat plane, and the rim is uneven 
and broken.  This piece reminds me 
that water seeks its own level, even 
when there is turbulence.” 
 
Award of Merit: Judy Nelson-
Moore, Little Tsunami Basket

“I make things because it allows me to 
explore something deeper than spoken 
words and rational thought, expressing 

the experience of encountering the 
natural world as well as the inner 
psychology of life. My 50-year love-
affair with clay has expanded to include 
mixed media.” Nelson Moore states. 
“When I go into the studio to work, I 
am concerned about engineering the 
materials and the aesthetic shapes 
in space. I let the materials tell me 
what form they should take. Later, 
when I look at the pieces, they begin 
to take on stories that speak of future 
or past aspects of the life around me. 
The stories may be written down and 
become part of the piece. Other times, 
the stories are hinted at through the 
titles and left for the viewer to narrate 
for themselves. I like to push the clay 
and other materials as far as I can, as 
if to stretch their potential (or maybe 
my own). The forms are a response 
to my emotions, reactions to people 
and activities that are in my thoughts 
at the time, but most of all to the land 
forms and natural world around me. 
Immersing myself in natural landscapes 
is healing and renewing. To me, 
earth landscapes are a counterpoint 
to the landscapes of our lives…the 
hills, valleys, grottoes, plains and 

persona of our minds. My pieces are 
the way I trace my journey through 
the landscapes of the mind. Recently, 
I have been exploring more mixed 
media, particularly combining fired 
clay and fabric, two of my best loves.”

Williams on the “Little Tsunami 
Basket.”

“The title, ‘Little Tsunami Basket’ 
made me giggle. The ‘little’ refers to 
the basket, of course, but the idea of 
a diminutive tsunami seemed funny. 
This piece expertly captures the turmoil 
and splash of a tsunami. The dark 
surface with occasional blue highlights 
brilliantly conveys the feeling, in such 
an encapsulated form, of the larger 
catastrophic event. The basket handle 
is ingenious, suggesting the splashing of 
waves and at the same time serving as 
a handle, with a sense of randomness 
and danger.”

Although there were a limited number 
of awards, the “Water for Life” show 
is a full-bodied exhibit that features 
work from a number of really talented 
artists. In a theme show such as this, 

you often see cliché pieces, pieces that 
are so obvious to the theme that one 
wonders why they were produced. In 
“Water for Life,” on the other hand, you 
don’t run into those. There are some 
obvious relationships between some 
of the pieces and the theme of water, 
but these certainly can’t be considered 
‘cliches,’ and then there are pieces 
that stop you in your tracks and have 
you pondering their relationship to the 
water theme before finally ‘getting’ the 
artist’s intent.

This is a very worthwhile show to attend 
that won’t be up much longer, so no 
procrastinating on your part.

Essentials

What: The New Mexico 
Potters and Clay Artists’ 
(NMPCA) Celebration of Clay 
exhibit, “Water for Life,”
When: Through July 31
Where: The Ghost Ranch 
Museum, Ghost Ranch, 
Abiquiú


